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Abstract 

The transportation and packing module on the basis of metal and concrete cask 
for the long-term storage and shipment of the spent nuclear fuel is developed 
in compliance with the requirements of the national standards and IAEA 
recommendations.   Such wares designed for the NPP and submarine reactors 
fuel may be remade also for the research ones.  A procedure and remote 
device for the radiation protection control of this cask equally its integrity 
checks after dynamic testing also is described. 

 

 

Introduction 

In compliance with the requirements of national standards 
and regulations which are valid in nuclear power 
engineering and also IAEA recommendations [1], 
transportation packaging modules (TPM) for long-term 
storage and shipment of the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) have 
to  ensure rated protection against ionizing radiation and 
withstand emergency impacts while preserving integrity of 
tightness system and radiation protection. 

Special Mechanical Engineering Design Office has 
developed and “Ijorskie Zavodi” JSC et al. manufacture 
such a module on the basis of metal and concrete cask 
(TPM MCC) for spent nuclear fuel of RBMK-1000 reactors, 
nuclear-powered submarines, ice-breakers fleet etc. In 
general, the structure of MCC may be presented as three 
coaxial steel shells the space  between them being filled 
with high-density (4 and 3.5 g/cm3) concrete of high 
ductility and reinforced with composite grid of bars, clamps 
and rings (Fig.1). 

We have developed a procedure to control radiation 

 
 

 
Fig.1. Metal and concrete cask 
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protection (RP) of this cask and RP integrity checks after dynamic testing which simulate 
emergency situation during transportation.  This control includes two directions.  First is 
concerned a verification of the integrity and entirety of the cask body concrete filling after 
manufacturing and testing.  It refers to the question of its strength.  And other as the control 
of the RP itself is the comparison of the ware RP control data with the ones for the standard 
wall fragment being of minimum mass thickness.  This second version of the control 
confirms the safety of the biological shielding. 

Test bench of γ-control [2, 3] was designed and constructed as a technical decision of 
these tasks. 

Procedure 

 

The task included assessment of the cask RP parameters, correlation of estimated and 
pilot data, cask manufacturing quality control as well as assessment of its body concrete 
filling uniformity and finally, confirmation of RP integrity under applied dynamic loads. RP 
γ-control method has been selected for this task-solving. This method is based on radiometry 
of cask walls by irradiation from a radioactive source. So successive investigation and 
gamma-ray flaw detection of cask wall are being performed in order to determine local values 
of exposure rate (ER) at its outer surface. This type of control enables to detect inside 
imperfections (cavities) of body concrete filling and technological deviations of the article 
manufacturing process: misalignment of shells, ellipsoid shape, deviations of mass thickness 
etc. 

Gamma-control test bench of MCC  is an electric mechanical facility fitted with 
remote PC-based programmable control (schematically see Fig.2). Its operation is based on 
synchronous scanning of the cask surfaces provided by a source of ionizing radiation and 
detection unit. The source-detector couple passes MCC horizontal perimeter with constant 
angular speed and during estimated period of time. Thereupon it shifts for a pre-set pitch in 
vertical plane and run recurs. Thus, the whole cylindrical surface of the cask from top to 
bottom mark is investigated. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.2.  Scheme of the test bench 
                      1 – Cask 
                      2 – Gamma source 
                      3 – Detector 
                      4 – Control unit 
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Radioactivity of the radiation source has been specified by optimal selection between 
adequacy of pulse calculation (ER value) at the cask outer surface and safety operating 
conditions of personnel. Finally the industrial defectoscope with source of radiation Co-60 on 
radioactivity of 1011 Bq (lines 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV, half-life period 5.3 year) is used. 
Crystal NaJ (Tl) ∅ 63 mm runs as a detector. Its energy operating range is 20-3300 keV, 
calculation interval is 300-10000 pulses/s, ER calculation error is ±10%. Information is 
transmitted via signal conversion circuit and interface and enters PC input both for routine 
display on the monitor and for accumulation and processing. Operational information is 
displayed on PC monitor for video control in the form of bar chart: descriptive diagram of ER 
dependence  at outer surface (mR/s) on angular coordinate for one perimeter (Fig. 3).  
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     Fig.3. Exposure rate at the MCC surface                    Fig.4. The same as F. 3 with defect     

A set of bar charts which have been taken along the whole height of the cask give a 
complete display of ER values in all points of its surface. Bar chart is a detailed print of given 
part of protective wall and for instance, it is acknowledged by its “thin structure”, i.e. regular 
vertical decrements corresponding to bar grid which reinforces concrete. Also being fixed are: 
tie beams, superposed flanges, other technological elements of article body. One of the main 
tasks of control is to detect inside cavities in concrete filling (if exists). This task has been 
already resolved for instance during investigation of global large scale model (1:2.5) when 
bar charts enabled not only to indicate coordinates of a cavity but also to assess its linear 
dimensions (Fig.4). Afterwards both method and technique were tested on routine MCC units 
(lot over 50 ones). The patent for system is available. 

To reveal defects the special results processing code SCAN 2D was developed. It 
allows to indicate flaw coordinate and linear dimensions as well to give preliminary judgment 
about cask being fit. The code holds patent registration.   

 

Results 
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Estimated assessment of method sensitivity of minimum detected imperfection linear 
size was satisfactory. It matched with pilot data (calibration) and was accounted for 20 mm. 

By testing, display and processing of test results in PC provided buildup of multi-
color resultant chart-scanning of ER values on the whole surface of the cask is accumulating. 
It shows reliable and potentially weak sites of protection, technological elements, bars, 
hardware and a lot of other elements in compliance with pre-set color scale (24 color hues). 
Besides, existing portion of this chart is permanently available on the monitor display along 
with routine bar chart and therefore provides a clear view of probable imperfections for an 
operator thus enabling to make operational decisions for repeat measurements, local 
definitions, etc. 

A procedure for identification of real imperfections in concrete filling of cask body 
was created. Control level of imperfection RP is introduced in test bench software support as 
a threshold signal. 

 

Conclusions 

Selected method of γ-control showed its applicability, reliability and representation 
during investigation of global model and variety samples of metal and concrete casks for SNF. 

A test bench for practical solution of this procedure is designed and developed. 
Durable operation of test bench had confirmed an accurateness of estimated design, 
technological and program decisions during its development. 
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